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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the Research 

Among many aspects in an instrumental music composition, perhaps the most 

challenging part is to provide a structural coherence so that the music is unifically well-

understood. Since there is no obvious extramusical resource to describe an instrumental 

work – hence called absolute music – composers are challenged to function its musical 

elements as unifying devices; this way of writing has been applied throughout eras, for 

example is the isorhythmic writing in Medieval, fortspinnung idea in Baroque, and 

thematic transformation in “Romantic” era, among many other ways.  

The challenge of structural coherence is associated with transcending musical 

logic and form; composer who is especially concerned with this issue is Beethoven, 

who personified the idea of absolute music, which again is defined as a music that 

requires no words to give meaning, nor any extramusical resources to define its value. 

The best musical example describing the statement is Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 

67, which the whole 30-minute piece is built upon a simple four-note pattern that cycle 

throughout; in theoretical term, this device is called cyclic form1 and composers in the 

nineteenth century was captivated by this idea; they even elevated it into a certain level 

that fit to the dramatic/narrative purpose of the “romantic idiom.”    

 
1  A form marked by repetitions (motives, themes, or sections) from an earlier movement in later  

movements of the piece to unify structure. 
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There were various ways in elevating the cohesive structure in many 

instrumental genres, including Berlioz in Symphonie Fantastique through idée fixee; 

Wagner in Tristan und Isolde through leitmotif; and Schubert in his “Wanderer” 

Fantasy for piano solo through thematic transformation. The trend continued to 

important figures as Robert Schumann and Franz Liszt both in character pieces and 

larger works, Carnaval, Op. 9 and Sonata in B minor respectively.  

 The Carnaval contains twenty-one captivating numbers while representing 

masked revellers at a carnival; the work virtually showcases all of the young 

Schumann’s personalities and musical characteristics in one form or another.2 Each 

numbers is immensely different in its impersonations of various characters, starting 

from depicting literary figures to Schumann’s fellow musicians and contemporaries. In 

a typical performance during twentieth century, Carnaval is often performed as a whole:  

No. Name Duration Year 

1 Boris Giltburg 28 mins 2011 

2 Tiffany Poon 28 mins 2020 

3 Arthur Rubinstein 25 mins 1970 

4 Elena Kuschnerova 27 mins 2011 

5 Claudio Arrau 30 mins 1961 

6 Marc Andre Hamelin 29 mins N/A 

7 Michelangeli Lugano 33 mins 1973 

8 Daniel Barenboim 31 mins 1979 

9 Alfred Cortot 25 mins 1953 

10 Vladimir Horowitz 32 mins 1983 

11 Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli 31 mins 1981 

12 Wei Yun 27 mins 2017 

13 Bruno Gelber 26 mins N/A 

 
2 “Best Schumann Works: 10 Essential Pieces By The Great Composer,” udiscovermusic, June 6, 2019, 

accessed January 28, 2020, https://www.udiscovermusic.com/classical-features/best-schumann-

works-10-essential-pieces/). 
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14 Grigory Sokolov 27 mins N/A 

15 Myra Hess 26 mins 1938 

16 Gavin M. George 30 mins 2017 

17 Kirill Gerstein 31 mins 2013 

18 Lubov Timofeyeva 25 mins 1975 

19 Eliso Virsaladze 22 mins 1975 

20 Solomon Cutner 28 mins 1956 

21 Jenna Sung 25 mins 2014 

22 Sergey Belyavsky 25 mins 2019 

23 Sergei Rakhmaninov 23 mins 1929 

24 Lusine Khachatryan 28 mins 2015 

25 Sheng Cai 30 mins 2016 

26 Guiomar Novaes 23 mins 1955 

27 Sergio Fiorentino 24 mins N/A 

28 Gyorgy Cziffra 26 mins 1968 

29 Stefania Passamonte 32 mins 2015 

30 Andrei Gavrilov 30 mins N/A 

31 Alfred Reisenauer 28 mins 1905 

32 Seolyeong Jeong 25 mins 2020 

33 Jerome Rose 29 mins 2014 

34 Daniel Levy 33 mins 2020 

35 Bella Davidovich 30 mins 1978 

36 Alexander Kobrin 33 mins 2013 

37 Walter Gieseking 24 mins N/A 

38 Youri Egorov 25 mins 1975 

39 Clare Longendyke 27 mins 2016 

40 Alberto Sole 31 mins 2017 

Table 1.1 List of Pianists Performing Carnaval, Op. 9 Full 

 

The case may not have been the same during nineteenth century for three reasons: First, 

Schumann never stated nor instructed the performers regarding the cohesive way of 

performing the piece, unlike Fantasiestücke, Op. 12, as stated by Maurice Hinson: 
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“Eight contrasting pieces with individual 

descriptive titles, planned as a complete unit. By 

their individual titles and expressive directions to 

the player they attempt pointedly to evoke the 

capricious and illusory dream world of the 

imagination.”3 

 

The second reason is associated with the nature of improvisation during that time, in 

which the performer could have played whatever numbers or passages as they pleased 

according to their moods and social condition. The third reason is rather personal, 

especially for Clara Wieck, since Carnaval was originally subtitled as little scenes 

using four lettres, A-S-C-H, associated with Schumann’s past. 

While analyzing the piece, the author finds that each movement presents 

various commonalities that hold the overall music together, hence creates musical 

coherence. The coherence is formed by five main elements, including: the significance 

of “the number of two;” the sense of hemiola; dotted rhythmic figure; repetitive figure; 

and A-S-C-H motive. Hence, all movements are and should be chronologically played 

in concerts without leaving any (except Sphinxes). 

The purpose of this research is to evaluate the five elements that establish the 

coherence of all movements in Carnaval that serve as unifying devices, thus leading to 

the conclusion that it should be performed as a piano cycle not just because of the tonal 

organization. The research is conducted using three different methods for best results: 

in-depth study of musical coherence through historical eras; prescriptive analysis on 

 
3  Maurice Hinson and Wesley Roberts, Guide to the Pianist's Repertoire (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 2014). 
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Carnaval in analyzing the unifying elements; and descriptive analysis on Carnaval in 

discovering the result of the research question. The result of this study is presented as 

evidence that although Schumann never mentioned Carnaval to be played as a whole, 

the work served unifying evidences that make all the movements to be coherent as a 

solid piano cycle. 

 

1.2 The Research Question 

 What are the analytical evidence in suggesting the coherence of Schumann’s 

piano music, in this case, Carnaval, Op. 9? 

 

1.3 Scopes of The Research 

1. Prescriptive analysis of Carnaval, Op. 9 to describe its musical elements and 

main unifying devices that hold the music altogether.  

2. The author uses Dover Edition because it is edited to the closest person to 

Schumann possible, Clara Schumann, in order to analyze the most authentic 

writing. 

3. Not more than three mentioned methods are used to analyze the work. 

4. Not more than five elements are used to analyze the work 

 

 

1.4 Purpose of The Research 

To provide analytical evidence that Schumann’s Carnaval, Op. 9 is essentially 

one entity although Schumann did not state anything regardless the coherence.  
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1.5 Significance of The Research 

  This research is expected to assist musicians in understanding Schumann’s 

sense of coherence as presented in Carnaval. 

 

1.6 Structure of The Writing 

 Chapter I, “Introduction” includes background of the scientific work; research 

questions; scope of research; intention of research; and significance of research. 

 Chapter II, “Theoretical Framework” includes theoretical explanations of 

aspects that are connected in analyzing Carnaval, such as the definition of musical 

coherence; modality and musical coherence; tonality and musical coherence; 

Beethoven in elevating the structural coherence through his fifth symphony; and 

Carnaval, Op. 9. 

 Chapter III, “Methodology” includes methods and analysis process of this 

research, such as reconfirming background of research topic choice; reconfirming point 

of interest in research topic; reconfirming the statement of problem; journal, thesis, and 

dissertation that cover similar topic; review of sources for research; research 

methodology; and research timetable. 

 Chapter IV, “Discussion’ includes the analysis of the mentioned five unifying 

elements in Schumann’s Carnaval, Op. 9. 
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 Chapter V, “Conclusion” includes result of this research as evidence of how 

Schumann wrote Carnaval, Op. 9 as a piano cycle. 

 

 

  


